Advertorial Feature

Villa Spain notice surge in demand
THE Post Office this year placed Spain as the

Moraira, Denia, and Calpe. They also have a

the family run business also tries to be green.

best value European destination in 2012, above

number of villas for sale, which you can take a

“For every new sign-up Villa Spain gets, we plant

Bulgaria and the Czech Republic, as well as

virtual tour of on their website.

a tree to try and offset your carbon footprint

beating Turkey by a third.

With an office in Costa Blanca, as well as one

getting here,” explains Bruce. “So far we have

So it is not surprising that Spain remains both

in Brighton, Villa Spain are able to offer local

planted nearly 10,500 trees.”

one of the most popular tourist destinations

knowledge, which customers find extremely

and one of the most popular places for Brits to

valuable when making such a life defining

buy a home.

purchases.

“Despite the question marks hanging over the

“The cornerstone of our business has always

Euro, we have noticed an increase in British

been to offer a personalised service, at the heart

people coming to Spain,” says Bruce Gibson

of which is local knowledge,” says Bruce.

of Villa Spain

“We try to make it easy for our clients, as they

“The country continues to lure visitors and

wills see when they visit our website; no only

expats thanks to its Mediterranean climate,

do we offer live availability and virtual tours of

amazing food and relaxed Spanish lifestyle.”

the villas, but we have also done all the research

Established in 1994, Villa Spain specialise in

on flights, car hire and other travel options so

renting fully managed, privately owned, luxury

you don’t have to.”

villas in the Costa Blanca destinations of Javea,

As well as being committed to customer service,

For more information about the homes and holidays offered by Villa Spain,
visit www.villaspain.co.uk.

Malva, Calpe, Costa Blanca

just one of our stunning villas
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Can be rented as a 2 bed or whole 6 bedroom 3 bath villa
Large 10 x 5m pool on a larger than average plot
Ideal for larger groups holidaying together
Close to local beach and amenities
Sea views
Calpe centre a short drive away
Air-con, Sat TV
Rental from £185 and £738 per week

villaspain.co.uk tel: 01273 623729
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